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Address ZHAOQING SAN MIGUEL YAMAMURA GLASS CO., LTD. 
Nihon Yamamura, SMYPC 
12 North Avenue, Hou Sha Street,  
Zhaoqing City, Guandong 526020 

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We offer Applied Color Label (ACL) - decorated bottles, novelty bottles, bottles, custom-designed bottles and jars and stock glass bottles in amber,
green and flint for:

        Beer
        Soft drinks
        Spirits and liquors
        Pharmaceuticals
        Food
        Personal Care
        Chemicals

Being one of Southeast Asia's glass producers with the most modern glass manufacturing facilities, we can provide faster decision-making and
product development lead-time.

Our highly precise, high-quality glass mold production with robotics technology and CAD / CAM System will allow you to view and enhance bottle
designs on the spot.

We have a technology that allows production of one-way, environment-responsive, lightweight glass containers that are of the same quality and
strength as the heavier kind but are easier to transport and handle.
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